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Abstract
Repeated executions of reasoning tasks for varying inputs are necessary in many applicative settings, such
as stream reasoning. In this context, we propose an incremental grounding approach for the answer set
semantics. We focus on the possibility of generating incrementally larger ground logic programs equivalent
to a given non-ground one; so called overgrounded programs can be reused in combination with deliberately
many different sets of inputs. Updating overgrounded programs requires a small effort, thus making the
instantiation of logic programs considerably faster when grounding is repeated on a series of inputs similar
to each other. Notably, the proposed approach works “under the hood”, relieving designers of logic programs
from controlling technical aspects of grounding engines and answer set systems. In this work we present
the theoretical basis of the proposed incremental grounding technique, we illustrate the consequent repeated
evaluation strategy and report about our experiments. This paper is under consideration in Theory and
Practice of Logic Programming (TPLP).
KEYWORDS: Knowledge Representation; Answer Set Programming; Stream Reasoning; Grounding; In-
stantiation of Logic Programs; Overgrounding
1 Introduction
The practice of attributing meaning to quantified logical sentences relying on equivalent propo-
sitional versions thereof dates back to the historical work of Jacques Herbrand (Herbrand 1930).
Later, at the end of the past century, in the trail of such practice, ground programs have been
used as the operational basis for computing the semantics of logic programs in the context of
the well-founded semantics (Van Gelder et al. 1991) and of the answer set semantics (Gelfond
and Lifschitz 1991; Eiter et al. 2009). Indeed, the typical structure of an Answer Set Program-
ming (ASP) system implements its semantics by relying on a grounding module that takes in
input a non-ground logic program P and produces an equivalent propositional theory gr(P); the
grounder is coupled with a subsequent solver module that applies proper resolution techniques
on gr(P) for computing the actual semantics in form of answer sets (Kaufmann et al. 2016).
Steps similar to grounding are also taken when high-level input specifications are transformed
in low-level constraint sets, or propositional SAT theories, such as when elaborating MiniZinc
scripts (Nethercote et al. 2007).
The cost of generating a propositional theory can be significant both in terms of time and
space; that is why the grounding phase cannot be overlooked just as a preprocessing stage. There
are a large number of both benchmark and practical application settings in which the grounding
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step is prominent in terms of used resources (Gebser et al. 2017). Note also that, as soon as
variable programs are given in input, the produced ground program is potentially of exponential
size with respect to the input program1. As the popularity of ASP and its use increased, the
scientific community worked on both theoretical and technical sides and produced a number of
optimization techniques for reducing space and time costs of the grounding step (Calimeri et al.
2008; Gebser et al. 2011; Alviano et al. 2012; Calimeri et al. 2017), or to blend it within the
answer set search phase to some extent (Dal Palù et al. 2009; Dao-Tran et al. 2012; De Cat et al.
2012; Weinzierl 2017; Lefèvre et al. 2017).
It must be observed that some contexts require to reason over data streams or via multiple,
subsequent “shots” (Beck et al. 2017; Gebser et al. 2019); in such cases, where input data changes
with time, instantiation can be quite a big time bottleneck, as not only it must be repeatedly
computed on slightly different and dynamically changing input data, but also only short time
windows are allowed between a “shot” and another. For instance, when dealing with real-time
videogames, artificial players are allowed a very limited time per each decision. In competitions
like the known GVGAI (General Video Game AI) (Pérez-Liébana et al. 2016), this limit is just
40 milliseconds, which is quite challenging even for state-of-the-art answer set systems. In such
cases, the solving step is usually easy from the computational point of view; this makes the
grounding step prominent in terms of optimization requirements.
A remarkable contribution has been introduced with the iclingo and oclingo systems (Gebser
et al. 2011; Gebser et al. 2019). In oclingo, later generalized and integrated in latest version of
the monolithic clingo system, a designer can procedurally control which parts of a logic pro-
gram must be kept constant between two consecutive shots, thus allowing the caching of ground
subprograms and of partial answer sets. Also, it is possible to control which parts of a program
are subject to incremental evaluation with respect to an iteratively increasing integer parame-
ter.Nevertheless, procedural controllability is not desirable in many development scenarios, es-
pecially because it requires a non-negligible knowledge of solver-specific internal algorithms.
Let us cite, again, the videogame industry; while developing, designers look for easy and off-
the-shelf solutions, and often do not have knowledge of declarative logic programming at all.
Among other notable works, the Ticker incremental evaluation system (Beck et al. 2017) im-
plements LARS, a stream reasoning formal framework with ASP-like semantics. LARS allows
omni-comprehensive, yet demanding, temporal data management features which makes imple-
mentation more difficult and complex.
In this work, we focus on the usage of the pure ASP semantics in a repeated evaluation setting.
In particular, we aim at closing the abovementioned gaps in the current state of the art by investi-
gating the possibility of generating incrementally larger ground programs for a fixed non-ground
logic program. These ground programs can be reused in combination with deliberately many
different sets of inputs; also the knowledge designer is relieved from the burden of manually
controlling the computational procedure.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows. (i): We characterize a class of
ground logic programs equivalent to the theoretical instantiation, called embeddings or embed-
ding programs; they allow us to introduce a model-theoretic-like notion of ground programs
with some desirable properties, and make dealing with formal properties of ground programs
1 Strictly speaking, if variable arity and variable rule/program lengths are allowed, the program complexity of the deci-
sional problem associated to the grounding of Datalog programs is complete for EXPTIME (Th. 4.5 of (Dantsin et al.
2001)).
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cleaner. Overgrounded programs are series of embedding programs growing monotonically that
have both theoretical and practical impact: for instance, overgrounded programs can be eas-
ily generalized to other semantics for logic programming, such as the well-founded semantics;
moreover, their incremental growth allows for easily implementing caching policies in many
practical scenarios. (ii): We propose an incremental grounding strategy, allowing to reuse pre-
viously grounded programs in consecutive evaluation shots. In particular, while dealing with
a specific reasoning task, we maintain a stored ground logic program which grows monotoni-
cally from one shot to another; such an overgrounded program becomes more and more general
while moving from a shot to the next, increasingly adding potentially useful rules. Importantly,
intermediate subsequent updates to the ground program are considerably less time-consuming:
our technique allows, in a sense, to trade memory for time. (iii): We report about the experi-
mental activities we conducted, aimed at assessing the practical impact of our approach; results
show that it pays off in terms of performance, by knocking down grounding times and keep-
ing solving times within more than reasonable bounds. We expect this setting to be particularly
favourable when non-ground input programs may contain grounding-intensive rules, as for in-
stance, in the case of declaratively programmed robots or videogame agents. (iv): We relieve
designers of logic programs from two specific burdens. First, there is no need for procedural
control over the incremental evaluation process, as features of the herein proposed incremental
framework are almost transparent to designers. Second, there is no need to worry about which
parts of logic programs might be more grounding-intensive; also highly general code, even non-
optimized, can benefit from overgrounding. This allows to focus on representing knowledge in a
single-encoding/multiple-inputs setting, thus preserving some desirable properties of knowledge
representation and reasoning via ASP, namely declarativity and easiness of modelling.
In the following, after overviewing our approach and briefly presenting some preliminaries, we
illustrate the theoretical basis our grounding strategy relies on. We then illustrate our framework
and report about our experiments; we eventually discuss related work before drawing some final
considerations. For space reasons, proofs are reported in the supplementary material attached to
this paper at the TPLP archives.
2 Overgrounding: an overview
A canonical ASP system works by first instantiating a non-ground logic program P over input
facts F , obtaining a propositional logic program gr(P,F), and then computing the corresponding
intended models, i.e., the answer sets AS(gr(P,F)). Importantly, systems build gr(P,F) as a
significantly smaller and refined version of the theoretical instantiation, defined via the Herbrand
base (see, e.g., (Calimeri et al. 2008)), but preserve semantics, i.e., AS(gr(P,F)) = AS(P∪F).
The choice of the instantiation function gr impacts on both computing time and on the size of the
obtained instantiated program. gr usually maintains a set PT of “possibly true” atoms, initialized
as PT =F ; then, PT is iteratively incremented and used for instantiating only “potentially useful”
rules, up to a fixpoint. Strategies for decomposing programs and for rewriting, simplifying and
eliminating redundant rules can be of great help in controlling the size of the final instantiation2.
2 For an overview of grounding optimization techniques the reader can refer to (Gebser et al. 2011; Calimeri et al. 2017;
Calimeri et al. 2019).
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Example 2.1
We show the overgrounding approach with a simple example. Let us consider the program P0:
r(X ,Y ) :− e(X ,Y ), not ab(X). r(X ,Z) | s(X ,Z) :− e(X ,Y ), r(Y,Z).
When taking the set of facts F1 = {e(c,a), e(a,b)} into account, there are several ways for
building a tailored instantiation of P0∪F1. For instance, one can simply assume F1 as the initial
set of “possibly true” facts, then generate new rules and new possibly true facts by iterating
through positive head-body dependencies, obtaining the ground program G1:
r1 : r(a,b) :− e(a,b), not ab(a). r2 : r(c,b) | s(c,b) :− e(c,a), r(a,b).
r3 : r(c,a) :− e(c,a), not ab(c).
A more “aggressive” grounding strategy could also cut or simplify rules. For instance, one
can use a simplification strategy which eliminates negative literals that are identified as definitely
true. In the case above, it is easy to see that ab(a) and ab(c) have no chance of being true; hence,
removing not ab(a) and not ab(c) from the rule bodies leads to the generation of G′1:
r(a,b) :− e(a,b). r(c,b) | s(c,b) :− e(c,a), r(a,b).
r(c,a) :− e(c,a).
Nevertheless, G′1 can be seen as less general, less re-usable than G1, as it cannot be easily
extended to a program which is equivalent to P0 with respect to larger classes of input facts.
Let us assume that, at some point, a subsequent run requires P0 to be evaluated over a different
set of input facts F2 = {e(c,a), e(a,d), ab(c)}. Note that, with respect to F1, F2 features the
additions F+ = {e(a,d),ab(c)} and the deletions F− = {e(a,b)}. Nonetheless, differently from
G′1, G1 can be easily incrementally updated by adding F
+ to the set of possibly true facts, yet
preserving semantics. More precisely, one can ground P0 with respect to the new set of possibly
true facts F1 ∪F2; then, this new information can be propagated and only some additional rules
∆G1 = {r4,r5}, must be added, thus obtaining G2:
r1 : r(a,b) :− e(a,b), not ab(a). r2 : r(c,b) | s(c,b) :− e(c,a), r(a,b).
r3 : r(c,a) :− e(c,a),not ab(c). r4 : r(c,d) | s(c,d) :− e(c,a), r(a,d).
r5 : r(a,d) :− e(a,d), not ab(a).
We have now that G2 is equivalent to P0, both when evaluated over F1 and when evaluated
over F2 as input facts, although only different portions of the whole set of rules in G2 can be
considered as relevant when considering F1 or F2 as inputs, respectively. On the other hand, G′1
cannot be easily incremented with new rules so to be “compatible” with F2, because the rule
r(c,a) :− e(c,a) would cause wrong inferences. Even more interestingly, if a third shot of
reasoning is requested over input facts F3 = {e(a,d), e(c,a), e(a,b)}, we notice that G2 does not
require any further incremental update, as possibly true facts remain unchanged (i.e., F1 ∪F2 =
F1∪F2∪F3), i.e. the set ∆G2 containing new incremental additions to G2 would be empty.
It turns out that an instantiation strategy like the one producing G1 and then G2 should comply
with specific properties which allow to define an incremental grounding strategy. Such properties
are illustrated and used in the remainder of the paper.
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3 Preliminaries
Throughout the paper we will assume to deal with programs under the answer set semantics.
A program P is a set of rules. A rule r is of the form: α1 | α2 | . . . | αk :- β1, . . . , βn, not
βn+1, . . . , not βm, where n,m,k > 0. α1, . . . ,αk and β1, . . . ,βm are called atoms. An atom is of
the form p(X), for p a predicate name and X a list of variable names and constants. The head of
r is defined as H(r) = {α1, . . . , αk}; if H(r) = /0 then r is said to be a constraint. The positive
body of r is defined as B+(r) = {β1, . . . ,βn}, while the negative body as B−(r) = {not βn+1, . . . ,
not βm}. The body of r is defined as B(r) = B+(r)∪B−(r); if B(r) = /0 and ‖H(r)‖ = 1 then
r is referred to as a fact. The set of all head atoms in P is denoted by Heads(P) =
⋃
r∈P H(r).
As usual, we deal with “safe” logic programs, i.e., for any non-ground rule r ∈ P, and for any
variable X appearing in R, there is at least an atom p ∈ B+(r) mentioning X .
A program (resp. a rule, a literal, a term) is said to be ground if it contains no variables. In
the following, we will assume to deal with a fixed Herbrand Universe consisting of a finite set
of constants U , and to deal with programs that do not contain facts, as these are separately given
in form of sets of ground atoms: given a program P and a set of facts F , both P and F will only
feature constant symbols appearing in U . The Herbrand base of a program P, denoted by BP, is
the set of all ground atoms obtainable from the atoms of P by replacing variables with elements
from U . A substitution for a rule r ∈ P is a mapping from the set of variables of r to the set U of
ground terms. A ground instance of a rule r is obtained by applying a substitution to r.
Given a logic program P, the theoretical instantiation (grounding) of P, denoted as grnd(P), is
defined as the set of all ground instances of rules in P. We assume the reader is familiar with the
notions of interpretation and model as subsets of BP, and with the usual notation in the literature;
in particular, when an interpretation I models an element e (resp. an atom, a body, a head, a
rule) this is denoted by I |= e. Given P, and also a set of facts F , an answer set A of P∪F is
a subset of BP, defined as the minimal model of the so-called FLP reduct (grnd(P)∪F)A of
grnd(P)∪F (Faber et al. 2004). We denote the set of all answer sets of P∪F as AS(P∪F).
It is possible to compute a ground program equivalent to grnd(P)∪F by means of the oper-
ator defined next. In this section we will follow (Calimeri et al. 2008): note, however, that the
instantiation operator defined here is slightly differently formalized, in that we purposely keep
facts explicitly separated from rules.
Definition 3.1
[cf. (Calimeri et al. 2008)]. Given a program P and a set of ground atoms S, we define the operator
Inst(P,S) as Inst(P,S) = {r ∈ grnd(P) s.t. B+(r)⊆ S}. With a slight abuse of notation, for a set
R of ground rules we define Inst(P,R) as Inst(P,Heads(R)). Inst(P,F)k is defined as the k-th
element of the sequence Inst(P,F)0 = Inst(P, /0∪F), . . . , Inst(P,F)k = Inst(P, Inst(P,F)k−1∪F).
Intuitively, the notion above formalizes the idea of selecting, among all ground instances of
rules in P, those supported by a given set S or by the heads of a given set of ground rules R. Given
that the sequence above is defined by a monotonic operator it converges to its least fixpoint.
Proposition 3.1
[cf. (Calimeri et al. 2008)]. Given a program P and a set of facts F , the sequence Inst(P,F)k,
k ≥ 0 converges to its least fixpoint Inst(P,F)∞.
Interestingly, given a program P and a set of facts F , the fixpoint above can be useful for
computing a ground program that is equivalent to grnd(P)∪F .
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Theorem 3.1
[cf. (Calimeri et al. 2008)] For a program P and a set of facts F , AS(P∪F) = AS(Inst(P,F)∞∪F).
The following theorem extends Theorem 3.1 of (Fages 1994) to the case of logic programs
allowing disjunction in the heads; the proof descends from the notion of computation and The-
orem 6.22 as given in (Leone et al. 1997); for space reasons, we refrain from reporting the full
definition here and refer the reader to the cited work.
Theorem 3.2
For a given program P, a set of facts F and an answer set A for P, we can assign to each atom
a ∈ A an integer value stage(a) = i so that stage encodes a strict well-founded partial order over
all atoms in A, in such a way that there exists a rule r ∈ grnd(P)∪F with (i): a ∈ H(r), (ii):
A |= B(r) and (iii): for any atom b ∈ B+(r), stage(b)< stage(a).
4 Embedding Programs
We introduce a declarative characterization of a class of equivalent ground programs, called
embeddings. This notion is useful for proving, given a program P and a set of facts F , whether a
ground program G having certain features is equivalent to P∪F , i.e., G is a “correct grounding”
that “embeds” P∪F . In a sense, embeddings relate to partial instantiations generated by the Inst
operator, like Herbrand models relate to supported interpretations generated by the immediate
consequence operator. An illustrative comparison between models and embedding programs is
reported in Table 1.
Definition 4.1
[Embeddings.] For a program P, a set of facts F , a set of ground rules R⊆ (grnd(P)∪F), and a
rule r ∈ (grnd(P)∪F), we say that:
• R embeds the body of r, denoted R `b r, if ∀a ∈ B+(r) ∃r′ ∈ R s.t. a ∈ H(r′);
• R embeds the head of r, denoted R `h r, if r ∈ R.
• R embeds r, denoted R ` r, if either: (i) R 0b r, or (ii) R `h r.
Given a logic program P and a set of input facts F , a set of ground rules E ⊆ grnd(P)∪F is an
embedding program for P∪F , if ∀r ∈ grnd(P)∪F , E ` r.
Example 4.1
Let us consider the program P0 of Example 2.1 along with the set of facts F = {e(a,b),e(b,b)}.
The ground program below represents F ∪grnd(P0).
r1 : r(a,a) :− e(a,a), not ab(a). r2 : r(a,b) :− e(a,b), not ab(a).
r3 : r(b,a) :− e(b,a), not ab(b). r4 : r(b,b) :− e(b,b), not ab(b).
r5 : r(a,a) | s(a,a) :− e(a,a), r(a,a). r6 : r(a,a) | s(a,a) :− e(a,b), r(b,a).
r7 : r(a,b) | s(a,b) :− e(a,a), r(a,b). r8 : r(a,b) | s(a,b) :− e(a,b), r(b,b).
r9 : r(b,a) | s(b,a) :− e(b,a), r(a,a). r10 : r(b,a) | s(b,a) :− e(b,b), r(b,a).
r11 : r(b,b) | s(b,b) :− e(b,a), r(a,b). r12 : r(b,b) | s(b,b) :− e(b,b), r(b,b).
r13 : e(a,b). r14 : e(b,b).
By definition, grnd(P0)∪F is clearly an embedding of P0∪F . The set E1 = {r2,r4,r8, r11,r12,
r13,r14} is also an embedding of grnd(P0)∪F . Indeed, for every rule r ∈ E1, E1 `h r, and for
every rule r ∈ (grnd(P0)∪F) \E1 it holds that E1 0b r. The set E2 = {r4,r8,r12,r13,r14} is not
an embedding of grnd(P0)∪F ; indeed, E2 0 r2 since E2 `b r2 and E2 0h r2.
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Let P be a program, F a set of facts, and r ∈ grnd(P)∪F
Model-Theoretic Semantics Embedding Programs Semantics
I : Set of atoms S : Set of rules
I |= B(r), if B+(r)⊆ I and B−(r)∩{not a | a ∈ I}= /0 S `b r, if ∀a ∈ B+(r) ∃r′ ∈ S s.t. a ∈ H(r′)
I |= H(r), if H(r) ∈ I S `h r, if r ∈ S
I |= r, if either: (i) I 2 B(r), or (ii) I |= H(r) S ` r, if either: (i) S 0b r, or (ii) S `h r
Table 1: Comparison of the classic model-theoretic semantics for logic programs and the embedding pro-
gram semantics.
Embedding programs enjoy a number of interesting properties, some of which are reported
next. First, an embedding program is equivalent to P∪F (Theorem 4.1); also, an intersection of
embedding programs is an embedding program, similarly to the intersection of models (Proposi-
tion 4.1).
Theorem 4.1
(Embedding equivalence). For a program P, a set of facts F and an embedding program E for
P∪F , AS(grnd(P)∪F) = AS(E).
Proposition 4.1
(Intersection of embedding programs). Given a logic program P, a set of facts F , E1 and E2
embedding programs for P∪F , E = E1∩E2 is an embedding program for P∪F .
Example 4.2
Consider again the program P0, the set of facts F = {e(a,b),e(b,b)} and the embedding E1 of
the example above. It is easy to see that the set of rules E3 = {r2,r4,r7,r8,r12,r13,r14} is also an
embedding of F ∪grnd(P0), and that E4 = E1∩E3 = {r2,r4,r8,r12,r13,r14} is an embedding for
F ∪grnd(P0) as well.
Finally, the next theoretical results show that P∪F has a minimal embedding program, corre-
sponding to the intersection of all embedding programs. Also, the minimal embedding program
can be computed as the fixpoint of Inst, thus establishing a correspondence between embedding
programs and the operational semantics of grounders.
Theorem 4.2
Given a program P and a set of facts F , E ⊆ grnd(P)∪F is an embedding program for P∪F iff
E ⊇ Inst(P,E)∪F .
Theorem 4.3
Let ES be the set of embeddings of P∪F ; then,
Inst(P,F)∞∪F =
⋂
E∈ES
E.
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Example 4.3
Note that Inst(P0,F)∞∪F for the program P0 of example 4.2 coincides with E4. It can be verified
that E4 corresponds to the intersection of all embedding programs for F ∪grnd(P0). In order to
grasp the intuition, one could note that rules r13 and r14 belong to all embeddings as they are
facts; moreover, rule r2, r4, r8 and r12 must belong to all embeddings as well, as their bodies are
embedded by any set of rules containing F .
Theorem 4.4
Given a logic program P and a set of facts F , let ES be the set of embeddings of P∪F . Then
AS(P∪F) = AS( ⋂
E∈ES
E
)
.
Note that Theorem 4.3 combined with Theorem 4.1 constitutes an alternative, cleaner proof of
Theorem 3.1.
5 Overgrounding
In the following we assume we are given a program P and a sequence of sets of facts F1, ..., Fn;
then, let us assume that we need to perform a series of distinct evaluations over a different Fi at
each shot. In other words we aim at computing all the sets AS(P∪F1), ..., AS(P∪Fn).
Definition 5.1
For an integer k, s.t. 1≤ k ≤ n, we define UFk = ⋃1≤i≤k Fi as the sets accumulated facts at shot
k. Moreover, we define Gk = Inst(P,UFk)∞ as the overgrounded program at shot k.
Each overgrounded program Gk is equivalent to P∪Fi for 1≤ i≤ k.
Theorem 5.1
The following two statements hold:
(1): Inst(P,UFk−1)∞ ⊆ Inst(P,UFk)∞ ; (2): AS(Inst(P,UFk)∞∪Fi) = AS(P∪Fi).
We can now devise an incremental grounding strategy relying on the theoretical results illus-
trated so far. For the sake of simplicity, we illustrate the core of the idea and omit all technical
details and optimizations about how to instantiate a program, referring the reader to the vast lit-
erature. At each shot k, we keep the set of accumulated facts UFk and the overgrounded program
Gk by incrementally updating UFk−1 and Gk−1. In this setting, AS(P∪Fk) can be obtained by
computing AS(Gk ∪Fk). More in detail, overgrounded programs are managed as follows:
• At shot 1, we set UF1 = F1, and G1 = Inst(P,UF1)∞
• At generic shot k:
1. we set UFk =UFk−1∪Fk,
2. we compute a set of additional ground rules ∆Gk, and
3. we set Gk = Gk−i∪∆Gk.
The computation of ∆Gk can be efficiently performed by using an optimized incremental algo-
rithm that takes in input the newly added facts Fk \UFk−1 and produces the new rules appearing
in Gk \Gk−1. In our case, we developed a variant of the typical incremental iteration of the semi-
naive algorithm (Ullman 1988).
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EXTERNAL
APPLICATION
submit program
answer sets
I-DLV INCREMENTAL
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Figure 1: An infrastructure for incremental grounding.
6 Prototype structure and experimental evaluation
The overgrounding strategy described above has been implemented by adapting the I -DLV
grounder (Calimeri et al. 2017; Calimeri et al. 2019); the architecture of the resulting proto-
type, called I -DLV-incr, is depicted in Figure 1. The system behaves as a process staying alive
and providing a service-oriented behaviour, waiting for requests. An external application EA can
open a working session and specify tasks to be carried out; working sessions are handled by a
SESSION MANAGER component. After submitting a load request for a logic program P along
with an initial set of facts F1, EA can ask to compute the answer sets of P over F1: the GROUNDER
component is in charge of producing and storing the overgrounded program Inst(P,F1)∞; an
external SOLVER system is adopted to compute the answer sets of Inst(P,F1)∞ ∪F1. This pro-
cess can be repeated/iterated: EA can provide additional sets of facts Fk for 2 ≤ k ≤ n so that
Inst(P,UFk)∞ with UFk =
⋃
1≤i≤k Fi is incrementally produced and stored. At each step k, the
system is in charge of internally managing incremental grounding steps and automatically opti-
mizing the computation by avoiding the re-instantiation of ground rules generated in a step i < k.
Again, the solver can be invoked to compute the answer sets of Inst(P,UFk)∞∪Fk.
The overgrounding approach peculiarly trades off memory for computation time spent during
the grounding stage. However, one might wonder about several questions: how big is the ex-
pected memory overhead in real scenarios, so to show in which contexts the increased memory
demand can be considered acceptable; whether and how much grounding times decrease when
overgrounding become increasingly larger, and thus rich of re-usable rules; whether and how
much model generation times increase due to increasingly larger inputs. Indeed, it is reasonable
to expect performance worsening in the model generation phase, because of the larger number
of non-simplified rules to process.
In order to assess the above issues, we conducted an experimental evaluation, considering two
specific benchmarks taken from two real world settings (Calimeri et al. 2013; Calimeri et al.
2018) with different specific features: Pac-Man and Sudoku. The two benchmarks constitute
good and generalizable real cases of incremental scenarios: the Sudoku domain allows to perform
a stress-test of the approach on grounding-intensive tasks; the Pacman game allows to assess
effectiveness of overgrounding for real-time reasoning without the need for manual and involved
customizations. Experiments on Sudoku have been performed on a NUMA machine equipped
with two 2.8GHz AMD Opteron 6320 processors and 128GB of RAM, while experiments on
Pac-Man have been performed on a machine equipped with a 2.2GHz Intel Xeon Processor E5-
2650 v4 and 64GB of RAM.
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Figure 2: Experiments on Sudoku benchmarks.
6.1 Multi-shot Sudoku
The classic Sudoku puzzle, or simply “Sudoku”, consists of a tableau featuring 81 cells, or po-
sitions, arranged in a 9 by 9 grid. When solving a Sudoku, players typically adopt deterministic
inference strategies allowing, possibly, to obtain a solution. Several deterministic strategies are
known (Calimeri et al. 2013) and can be encoded in ASP; herein, we took into account two
simple strategies, namely, “naked single” and “hidden single”.
The encoding of Sudoku deterministic inference rules is generally grounding-intensive, like in
the following code fragment, encoding the naked single strategy:
candidatesAreMoreThan2(X,Y):-candidate(X,Y,N),candidate(X,Y,N1),N!=N1.
newValue(X,Y,N):-candidate(X,Y,N),not candidatesAreMoreThan2(X,Y),nogiven(X,Y).
where an atom candidate(X,Y,N) specifies that number N can be possibly assigned to the cell
(X ,Y ), and nogiven(X,Y) tells that the value of the cell (X ,Y ) has not been inferred yet.
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Figure 3: Grounding times for all iterations of a 25x25 Sudoku instance.
In the experiments we considered generalized Sudoku tables of size 16x16 and 25x25, and
tested logic programs under answer set semantics encoding deterministic inference rules. We
compared two different evaluation strategies: (i) I -DLV-incr implementing the incremental
approach, and (ii) I -DLV-no-incr in which no incremental evaluation policy is applied. Both
strategies have been executed in an online setting, in which consecutive series of input facts are
submitted. For a given Sudoku table, the two inference rules above were modelled via ASP logic
programs (see (Calimeri et al. 2013)). The resulting answer set encodes a new tableau, possibly
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deriving new numbers to be associated to initially empty cells, and reflecting the application of
inference rules; the new tableau is then given as input to the system and, again, by means of the
same inferences, new cell values are possibly entailed. The process is iterated until no further
association is found. In general, given a Sudoku, it cannot be assumed that the deterministic ap-
proach leads to a complete solution; however, for each considered Sudoku size, we selected only
instances which are completely solvable with the two inference rules described above.
Grounding times ofI -DLV-incr andI -DLV-no-incr are plotted in Figure 2: for each instance,
the total grounding time (in seconds) computed over all iterations is reported. I -DLV-incr re-
quired at most 12 seconds to iteratively solve each instance, and performed clearly better than
I -DLV-no-incr that required up to 237 seconds, instead; this results in an improvement of 95%.
Figure 3 shows a closer look on the performance obtained in the instance 4 of size 25x25 which
is the one requiring the highest amount of time to be solved and the highest number of iterations:
for each iteration, the grounding time (in seconds) is reported. At the first iteration, both con-
figurations spent almost the same time; for each further iteration, though, I -DLV-incr required
an average time of 0.13 seconds: a time reduction of 98% w.r.t. I -DLV-no-incr, that showed an
average time of about 5.95 seconds. On the overall, this confirms the potential of our incremental
grounding approach in scenarios involving updates in the underlying input facts.
6.2 Multi-shot Pac-Man
In our work (Calimeri et al. 2018) we show how to integrate an ASP-based reasoning module in
the Unity game development framework, and showcase an artificial player for the classic real-
time game Pac-Man. The Pac-Man moves in a board containing a number of pellets and four
ghosts chasing him: the goal is to eat all pellets while avoiding the four ghosts. The Pac-Man must
continuously decide the way to take, depending on “dynamic” (i.e., changing at each reasoning
shot) facts representing the current status of the board (empty/pellet tiles, positions of the four
ghosts). The new direction of the Pac-Man depends on which logical assertion among next(up),
next(down), next(left), next(right) belongs in the “best” guessed answer set. The intelligence of
the Pac-Man is encoded via a logic program Ppac, that must be repeatedly executed; this requires
multiple grounding+solving jobs over slightly different and unforeseen inputs.
For space reasons, we focus next only on parts of Ppac requiring a significant effort at the
grounding stage. Instances of the tile predicate encode the game board divided into tiles; the
fact pacman(x,y) represents the current position of the Pac-Man, while ghost(x,y,g) represents
the position of ghost g; atoms of the form nextTile(X,Y) encode the possible next positions of the
Pac-Man. The strategy adopted by Ppac is quite simple: priority is to get away from ghosts. To
this end, distances between the next position candidates and all ghosts are computed: the next
position chosen is among the ones increasing the distance to the nearest ghost. This behaviour is
achieved via an ASP code fragment similar to the following:
nextTile(X,Y) :- pacman(Px,Y), next(right), X=Px+1, tile(X,Y).
nextTile(X,Y) :- pacman(Px,Y), next(left), X=Px-1, tile(X,Y).
nextTile(X,Y) :- pacman(X,Py), next(up), Y=Py+1, tile(X,Y).
nextTile(X,Y) :- pacman(X,Py), next(down), Y=Py-1, tile(X,Y).
adjacent(X1,Y1,X2,Y2) :- tile(X1,Y1), tile(X2,Y2), step(DX,DY), X2=X1+DX, Y2=Y1+DY.
adjacent(X1,Y1,X2,Y2) :- tile(X1,Y1), tile(X2,Y2), step(DX,DY), X2=X1-DX, Y2=Y1-DY.
distance(X1,Y1,X2,Y2,1) :- tile(X1,Y1), adjacent(X1,Y1,X2,Y2).
distance(X1,Y1,X3,Y3,D) :- number(D), distance(X1,Y1,X2,Y2,D-1), adjacent(X2,Y2,X3,Y3).
distPacmanGhost(D,G) :- nextTile(Xp,Yp), ghost(Xg,Yg,G), minDistance(Xp,Yp,Xg,Yg,D).
noMinDistPacmanGhost(X) :- distPacmanGhost(X,_), distPacmanGhost(Y,_), distance(X), X>Y.
minDistancePacmanNextGhost(MD) :- not noMinDistPacmanGhost(MD), distPacmanGhost(MD,_).
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The above code contains parts which will likely have the same instantiation regardless of in-
put facts (e.g., the adjacent and distance predicates), and parts whose instantiation will slightly
differ depending on input facts (i.e., nextTile and distPacmanGhost, which depend on current
positions of Pac-Man and ghosts). Such two categories of code fragments would roughly cor-
respond to parts respectively marked with the former #base and #cumulative directives
of iclingo (Gebser et al. 2019; Gebser et al. 2011), and later generalized with the #program
keyword of clingo; however, it is not necessary to introduce specific grounding directives within
ASP code while using I -DLV-incr. In (Calimeri et al. 2018), in the absence of an overgrounding
engine, we manually tabled the instantiation of the logic program above, we resorted to proce-
dural code for many aspects of the reasoning process, and we limited the maximum visibility
horizon of the Pac-Man to 10 tiles. By adopting the overgrounding approach, we were able to
avoid manual optimizations and achieved a fully automatic incremental approach: the grounded
program is internally stored right after the first computation, thus bypassing re-computations of
heavy grounding tasks.
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Figure 4: Pac-Man benchmark: (a) Grounding time. (b) Solving Time. (c) Total time.
It is worth noting that the adjacent and distance predicates are defined in a general but in-
efficient way; this can likely be the case if such a predicate was taken from a predicate module
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library. Alternative definitions, improving grounding times, would be in principle possible: for in-
stance, the distance between tiles is encoded with the predicate distance(X1,Y1,X2,Y2,D), where
D is computed for all couple of points (X1,Y1)× (X2,Y2); this is what one can expect from a
modeller not knowing, and probably not wishing to know how to optimize this code. Pushing
nextTile atoms within rule bodies would allow to reduce the grounding size by limiting ground-
ing only to actually necessary distance values. Nonetheless, besides making code less readable
and less declarative, this modification would disrupt modularity, and it requires some expertise
on operational details of grounders.
Experiments in the Pac-Man domain were conducted by logging a series of 459 consecutive
steps taken during an actual game; each step encodes a different status of the game board in terms
of logical assertions. Such inputs were, in turn, run along with Ppac in a controlled environment
outside the game engine, averaging times over five separate runs. Grounding was performed by
our new overgrounding engineI -DLV-incr and by the non-incremental versionI -DLV-no-incr.
Even thoughI -DLV-no-incr re-computes ground programs per each shot, instantiations are gen-
erally smaller and better tailored to the current shot; instead, I -DLV-incr re-uses overgrounded
programs, which are generally larger.
The solving task was instead performed using WASP (Alviano et al. 2015) and clasp (Gebser
et al. 2015). In order to assess performance in the worst case scenario, we allowed the Pac-Man
to have a visibility horizon of 30 tiles in each direction.
Results are depicted in Figure 4 and Figure 5; both show results on the X axis in temporal
execution order. Figure 4 (a) compares instantiation times of both grounders, while figure 4 (b)
reports solver execution times when either an overgrounded program or a simplified instantiation
is fed in input. Both figures show that the overgrounding engine has similar performance to its
non-incremental counterpart on the first iteration, while grounding times are considerably smaller
for all subsequent iterations. On the other hand, an acceptable worsening in solving times can
be observed when overgrounded programs are fed in input. Figure 4 (c) reports total execution
times for all the four possible combinations grounder+solver. All in all, we can conclude that
the worse performance in solving times is widely absorbed by the time savings due to the use of
incremental grounding.
As shown in Figure 5 (a), the overgrounding engine stores progressively more rules. The
impact of larger inputs for solvers is almost constant, while incremental grounding times have a
slight increase on later iterations. We can notice that the number of added rules per each iteration
follows a steep initial curve and almost stabilizes in later iterations. Nonetheless, almost all useful
rules are added in the first iteration. Figure 5 (b) reports the recorded peak memory for the
overgrounding engine when run with an horizon of 10,20 and 30 tiles respectively.
7 Related Work
Although we focus more on time requirements rather than on dealing with huge amounts of
streamed data, our proposal is comparable to early and recent work on incremental update of
Datalog materializations (Motik et al. 2019). In such work, incremental maintainance refers to a
setting in which a pool of views (i.e. a logic program/knowledge base) is run repeatedly over a
changing database. The views are updated from a run to another, and both insertion or deletion
of tuples in input data trigger update activities on views. In our paper we adopt the same termi-
nology, and we refer to a logic program P and to facts F1, . . . ,Fn. AS(P∪F1) can be, in principle,
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Figure 5: Pac-Man benchmark: (a) total number of rules after each iteration. (b) Memory peaks.
totally different from AS(P∪F2). However, AS(P∪F2) can be computed on Inst(P,F1 ∪F2)∞
which includes all the rules of Inst(P,F1)∞, were this latter should be already pre-computed, thus
reducing grounding times. However, the aforementioned approaches focus on query answering
over stratified Datalog programs, and can just materialize query answers; our focus is on a gen-
eralized setting, where disjunction and unstratified negation are allowed and propositional logic
programs are materialized and maintained. Furthermore, we purposely decided to not introduce
deletion techniques when logic assertions are retracted between two consecutive runs: our over-
grounded programs, while keeping semantic soundness, grow monotonically; yet, the absence of
negative update activities allows to keep incremental grounding times significantly low.
Our work has also connections with the iclingo/oclingo approach (Gebser et al. 2011; Gebser
et al. 2019) where incrementality is meant in a slightly different way: one has a base program
P, which is coupled with additional module layers M1, . . . ,Mn. An answer set A of P∪M1 can
be “incremented” with new atoms so to build an answer set A′ of P∪M1 ∪M2. In other words,
according to the iclingo/oclingo philosophy, one has to model her/his problem by thinking in
terms of “layers” of modules.
To date, incremental solving is (still) an almost unexplored topic. By full incremental solving,
we mean the widest general settings, in which both P and F are subject to unexpected changes.
This research line would require to go beyond both our overgrounding-based and iclingo/oclingo
approaches, by removing annotations and constraints in modelling, and introducing seamless
updates of answer sets without restarting solving and/or grounding. The Ticker system (Beck
et al. 2017) can be seen as a significant effort in this direction as it implements the LARS stream
reasoning formal framework by using truth maintenance techniques, under ASP semantics.
In our work, we left full incremental reasoning out of the table, as the focus of the paper is on
grounding-intensive repeated tasks. We note that such tasks are not necessarily polynomial, as
unstratification and disjunction is possible.
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Furthermore, it is worth noting that overgrounding is essentially orthogonal to recent advances
in lazy grounding (Dal Palù et al. 2009; Lefèvre et al. 2017; Bogaerts and Weinzierl 2018);
indeed, these essentially aim at blending grounding tasks within the solving step for reducing
memory consumption; rather, our focus is on making grounding times negligible on repeated
evaluations by explicitly allowing the usage of more memory, yet still keeping the two evaluation
steps separated.
8 Conclusions
In this work we reported about theoretical properties of embedded and overgrounded programs,
and the consequent development of an incremental grounder with permanent in-memory storage
of ground programs. Experiments show the potential of the approach; it must be noted that our
ground program caching strategy is remarkably simple: cached ground programs grow monoton-
ically between consecutive shots, thus becoming progressively larger but more generally applica-
ble to a wider class of sets of input facts. We measured a considerable decrease in grounding times
and in the number of newly added rules in later shots; interestingly, the impact of larger ground
instances on model generators is fair. All in all, the results of benchmarks regarding memory
footprints and the time performance clearly qualify the overgrounding approach for applications
in which speed requirements are very tight and can be reached affording more memory.
The simplicity of the overgrounding approach paves the way to several extensions. We are
currently investigating: the possibility of discarding rules when a memory limit is required; the
impact of updates (i.e., additions/deletions of rules) in selected parts of the logic program; the
introduction of ground programs which keep the properties of embeddings, yet allowing some
form of simplification policies. Further experiments, benchmark encodings and the binary of I -
DLV-incr are available at https://www.mat.unical.it/calimeri/material/iclp2019.
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Appendix A Proofs for Section 4 and Section 5
Lemma 1
It is given a program P, a set F of facts, an embedding program E of P∪F and an answer set
A ∈ AS(P∪F). Then, for each a ∈ A there exists a rule ra ∈ (grnd(P)∪F) s.t. a ∈ H(ra) and
ra ∈ E; thus, A⊆ Heads(E).
Proof
By Theorem 3.2, each a ∈ A is associated to an integer value stage(a) and there exists a rule
ra ∈ grnd(P)∪F , with a ∈ H(ra). Note that ra ∈ (grnd(P)∪F)A since A |= B(r). We now show
that ra ∈ E by induction on the stage associated to a∈A. If stage(a) = 1, ra is such that B(ra) = /0.
Hence, since E is an embedding program for P∪F , and E `b ra, it must hold that ra ∈ E. Now,
(inductive hypothesis) assume that for stage(a) < j, ra ∈ E. We show that for stage(a) = j,
ra ∈ E. Indeed ra is such that for each b ∈ B+(ra), stage(b) < j, and hence there exists a rule
rb ∈ E with b ∈ H(rb). Hence E `b ra and thus, since E is an embedding program for P∪F ,
E `h ra, and ra ∈ E.
Proof of Theorem 4.1
[AS(grnd(P)∪F)⊆AS(E)]. Let A∈AS(grnd(P)∪F). We will show that (grnd(P)∪F)A = E A,
thus the statement trivially follows. Indeed, since E⊆ grnd(P)∪F , it holds that E A⊆ (grnd(P)∪
F)A. So, if (grnd(P)∪F)A and E A differ, there must exists a rule r ∈ grnd(P)\E, and, obviously,
such that r ∈ (grnd(P)∪F)A. But since E is an embedding program for P∪F , this means that
E 0 B(r). However, A |= B(r), and hence ∀b ∈ B+(r) we know that b ∈ A. By Lemma 1, A ⊆
Heads(E), and then ∀b ∈ B+(r) there exists a rule r′ ∈ E such that b ∈ H(r′), thus leading to a
contradiction with E 0 B(r).
[AS(E)⊆ AS(grnd(P)∪F)]. Let A ∈ AS(E). We again show that E A = (grnd(P)∪F)A. Simi-
larly to the case above, since E A⊆ (grnd(P)∪F)A, there must exists a rule r ∈ (grnd(P)∪F)\E,
s.t. E 0 B(r). Moreover, A |= B(r), and thus ∀b ∈ B+(r) we know that b ∈ A. However, A is an
answer set for E; this clearly means that ∀b∈ B+(r) there exists r′ ∈ E such that b∈H(r′), which
in turn means that E ` B(r), thus leading to a contradiction.
Proof of Proposition 4.1
By contradiction, assume that E is not an embedding program for P∪F . Then, ∃r ∈ (grnd(P)∪
F) such that E 0 r, that is, E 0h r and E `b r. Since E 0h r, we have that r /∈ E, and hence at least
one of the following statements hold: (i) r /∈ E1, (ii) r /∈ E2. Without loss of generality, assume
r /∈ E1. By hypothesis, E1 is an embedding program for P∪F , thus it must hold that E1 0b r.
Then, by definition, there exists b ∈ B+(r) s.t. @r′ ∈ E1 with b ∈ H(r′); this implies that such r′
cannot exist in E, thus contradicting the fact that E `b r.
Proof of Theorem 4.2
(⇒) Assume that E is an embedding program for P∪F . By contradiction, assume there is a rule
r ∈ Inst(P,E)∪F such that r /∈ E. Clearly, B+(r)⊆Heads(E) (by definition of Inst). This means
that E `b r, and, since E ` r, this implies E `h r, i.e., r ∈ E, thus contradicting our assumption.
(⇐) Assume that for a set of rules E, E ⊇ Inst(P,E)∪F and, by contradiction, that E is not an
embedding program for P∪F . Then, there must be a rule r∈ grnd(P)∪F such that E 0 r. Clearly,
r /∈ E (otherwise, we would have E `h r ), and E `b r. This means that B+(r) ⊆ Heads(E) and
thus Inst(P,E)⊆ E must contain r, contradicting our assumption.
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Proof of Theorem 4.3
Let define the monotone operator Inst(P,F) = Inst(P,F)∪F , and consider the complete lattice
of subsets of grnd(P)∪F under set containment.
The proof then follows by Theorem 4.2 and by Knaster-Tarski theorem (Tarski 1955) by ob-
serving that
Inst(P,F)∞∪F = l fp(Inst) = inf{E ⊆ grnd(P)∪F | Inst(P,F)⊆ E}=
⋂
E∈ES
E
and that Inst(P,F)∞∪F is the least fixpoint for Inst(P,F).
Proof of Theorem 4.4
The proof follows from Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.1
Let IU = Inst(P,UFk)∞∪Fi, and for each i, i ≤ k, IFi = Inst(P,Fi)∞∪Fi. Recall that each IFi is
an embedding for P∪Fi.
By monotonicity of Inst, we have point (1) above and that IU ⊇ IFi for each i ≤ k. Each IFi
is clearly an embedding program for P∪Fi by Theorem 4.3. We show that point 2 follows by
showing that IU is an embedding program for P∪Fi and from Theorem 4.1.
For a given i≤ k, consider a rule r ∈ (grnd(P)∪Fi); If r ∈ IU then IU ` r. Let us consider the
case in which r ∈ (grnd(P)∪Fi) \ IU . Note that IFi ` r and thus IFi 0b r. Now, either IU 0b r
or IU `b r. In the former case, clearly IU ` r. In the latter case, we have that ∀a ∈ B+(r) a ∈
Heads(IU), and this means that r ∈ IU by definition of IU , thus contradicting the assumption
that r 6∈ IU . Thus IU is an embedding for P∪Fi for all i≤ k.
